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Thankfully, you can offload this task to one of the top-rated smart robot mops on our list. Stop lugging around mops and buckets or water and check out the best robot mops of 2022. Robot vacuums ...
The best robot mops in 2022
The idea of using robots to help around the kitchen in restaurants is not new. They can be used to automate repetitive tasks that take up lots of time, which human chefs could be using for more ...
This Robot Chef Has An Electric Tongue To Taste Your Food
I’m out here this week for the big Apple event. There was no robotics news to speak of, but that’s why we’re coming to you a day late with Actuator. I’ll try not to make a habit of it.
Please don’t tip the robot
Robot vacuums have come a long way since we started testing them about a decade ago. Based on the results coming out of our testing labs—and I've been testing robot vacuums for more than 10 ...
Which is the best robot vacuum to buy? Our expert weighs in
With recent advances in artificial intelligence and robotics technology, there is growing interest in developing and marketing household robots capable of handling a variety of domestic chores.
Why Don’t We Have Robot Maids Yet?
In a study published Tuesday in the journal Nature Communications, researchers have devised a system using a robot and an AI in order to find the best recipe for a lithium-ion battery’s ...
A Robot May End Up Building the Battery of the Future
A four-legged robot trained through artificial intelligence has learned the same lesson as the Apollo astronauts—that jumping can be the best way to move around on the surface the moon.
Four-legged jumping robots to explore the moon
Video of a sidewalk delivery robot crossing yellow caution tape and rolling through a crime scene in Los Angeles went viral this week, amassing more than 650,000 views on Twitter and sparking ...
This robot crossed a line it shouldn’t have because humans told it to
Oregon State University's two-legged 'Cassie' clocked in at 24.73 seconds, making it the fastest robot on record. By Andrew Paul | Published Sep 30, 2022 1:30 PM It may still trail the fastest ...
This robot broke a Guinness World Record for the 100-meter dash
A robot has been taught to laugh at jokes in a bid to make it more human. Researchers at Kyoto University in Japan are using artificial intelligence (AI) to train robots about appropriate laughter ...
Robot ‘taught to laugh at jokes’
“These are definitely the droids you’re looking for,” insists MassRobotics about its Robot Block Party this weekend, in that way that people who make robots like to pretend they won’t ...
Run from robots at RoboBoston’s Robot Block Party
SMOROBOT is giving a whopping $120 discount on its Tank X11 Cordless Robotic Pool Cleaner. The robot pool cleaner which generally retails for $799 can be bought for a heavily discounted price of $ ...
Get $120 OFF on SMOROBOT Tank X11 Cordless Robotic Pool Cleaner
New Jersey, United States, Sept. 15, 2022 /DigitalJournal/ Educational robots allow students of all ages to learn and deepen their knowledge of robotics and programming, while acquiring other ...
Educational Robot Market 2022: Comprehensive Study by Top Key Players Kuka Robotics, Yaskawa, Robotlab
Robotics is revolutionizing how we live our everyday lives — including how we get our nails done. Clockwork, the company behind the first manicure robot, recently reached a deal with Target (TGT ...
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